This paper describes the Fermilab Holometer, an instrument for measuring correlations of position variations over a fourdimensional volume of space-time. The apparatus consists of two co-located, but independent and isolated, 40-m power-recycled Michelson interferometers, whose outputs are cross-correlated to 25 MHz. The data are sensitive to correlations of differential position across the apparatus over a broad band of frequencies up to and exceeding the inverse light crossing time, 7.6 MHz. A noise model constrained by diagnostic and environmental data distinguishes among physical origins of measured correlations, and is used to verify shot-noise-limited performance. These features allow searches for exotic quantum correlations that depart from classical trajectories at spacelike separations, with a strain noise power spectral density sensitivity smaller than the Planck time. The Holometer in current and future configurations is projected to provide precision tests of a wide class of models of quantum geometry at the Planck scale, beyond those already constrained by currently operating gravitational wave observatories.
Introduction
A possible consequence of quantum gravity is the creation and annihilation of high-energy virtual particles that gravitationally alter space-time to be "foamy" or "fuzzy" at the Planck scale. Various models mathematically suggest such nonclassicality [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] , but it is not clear exactly how much the physical metric departs from the classical structure, nor how the effects of Planck-scale fluctuations affect the geodesic of an object on larger scales. Some estimates of the quantum deviations from a classical background [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] , based on extrapolations of standard physics normalized to match black hole entropy, have suggested that quantum fluctuations could lead to positional decoherence on small but measurable scales (10 −18 m in a 1-m system). Moreover, these fluctuations of relative position are predicted to correlate spatially over distances small compared to the system size.
Laser interferometry is an experimental technique wellsuited for testing theories of positional decoherence. In recent years, large interferometers, developed primarily to detect gravitational waves [15] , have crossed a remarkable threshold in precision measurement of the relative space-time positions of massive bodies (specifically, mirrors) at macroscopic separation. The sensitivity of an interferometer can be expressed as a strain noise power spectral density,
the spectral variance of apparent fractional position fluctuations δL/L for mirrors separated from a center optic by distance L 1 . Interferometric measurements of this noise density, which has units of time, can now achieve sensitivity below the Planck time, t P ≡ G/c 5 = 5.391 × 10 −44 s. Thus there is an opportunity for experiments to search for possible quantum departures from classical space-time, by measuring with Planck precision the coherence of world lines on large scales.
Existing gravitational wave detectors, such as LIGO, Virgo, and GEO600, constrain some hypotheses about quantumgeometrical decoherence, particularly those based on fluctuations of the metric [11] . However, since those detectors are specifically optimized to measure a metric strain at frequencies small compared their inverse light travel time, a much larger space of possible effects originating from Planck-scale fluctuations remains unexplored. The Fermilab Holometer is the first instrument built for experimental studies of exotic correlations of macroscopic trajectories through space-time. It consists of two co-located, but independent and isolated, 40-m powerrecycled Michelson interferometers, whose outputs are sampled faster than the light crossing time. Correlations, determined by the layout of the two interferometers, are measured in the time dimension represented by the signal streams at both spacelike and timelike separations. As a dedicated experiment, the Holometer is projected to provide Planck-precision tests of a wider class of quantum decoherence theories, significantly extending constraints from currently operating gravitational wave observatories.
This paper describes the instrumentation of the dualinterferometer Holometer apparatus. Although it is based largely on technology developed for gravitational wave detectors, the Holometer differs in several important respects. The high-level principles governing its design are:
1. It must be able to measure or constrain universal exotic correlations with h 2 much smaller than t P , and distinguish them from conventional environmental sources. 2. It must be able to measure cross correlations between systems that are isolated from each other in all physical respects, except for their spatial and temporal relationships. Thus, it must be possible for interferometers to be close together, but to have separate and isolated input and output optics, vacuum systems, electronics, clocks, and data streams. 3. The light paths must compare multiple directions in space, and insofar as practical, be reconfigurable to explore different possible spatial patterns of correlation. 4. The time resolution of time domain correlation measurements must be much smaller than a light crossing time.
As a corollary, the bandwidth of the frequency domain spectrum must be significantly larger than an inverse light crossing time (or free spectral range). This requirement demands a high bandwidth and data sampling rate. 5. The frequency resolution of power spectral density measurements must be sufficient to isolate environmental sources and provide system diagnostics. 6. It must have a simple optical design, with propagation in vacuo as much as possible, to allow straightforward interpretation in terms of universal properties of space. 7. Cost constrains the design, particularly the size of the system.
The following sections elaborate on how these principles guided various design choices. They lead to some major design differences from gravitational wave observatories: a smaller apparatus, higher sampling frequency and bandwidth, and simpler mechanical systems. In many other respects, such as optics, cavity design, and control systems, the design is remarkably similar. Initial data for the first 145 hours of integration of the firstgeneration experiment are presented in §6.3. After environmental background analysis, described in §6. 4 , the non-vetoed data are consistent with zero correlation. The presentation herein does not test for any particular quantum-geometrical noise model, as it does not weight the data by any model noise spectrum. Scientific analysis of this data set is separately performed in [16] to place constraints on a candidate model. Final analysis of the full 704-hour data set of the first-generation Holometer, which has the statistical power to constrain a broader class of models, is forthcoming.
Interferometer Design & Optical System
Each of the two interferometers converts position fluctuations into a changing optical power incident on a photodetector at the anti-symmetric (AS) port, or "dark" port, which is typically operated at destructive interference. The optical power at the AS port is P AS = P BS cd + (1 − 2 cd ) sin 2 2π λ δL (2) for an optical power P BS incident on the beamsplitter. The term δL = L x − L y represents the differential arm length, although it will be used herein to refer to simultaneous local displacements of the end mirrors. This distinction is relevant for defining signals sampled up to the light-crossing time. The term cd is the fraction of so-called contrast-defect light, where the gain mismatch or transverse mode shape fails to perfectly interfere at the beamsplitter ("BS") and is not modulated by δL. It is characterized in §8.1. The measurement of δL via P AS is limited by Poisson statistics, or "shot noise," in estimating the mean incidence rate of photons as an optical power. For an average photon rate of . N = dN dt , the spectral density of shot noise scales as . N −1/2 . A quantum-geometrical effect would appear as correlated deviations from the mean incidence rate on time scales shorter than the round-trip light-crossing time of the apparatus. Using notation elaborated in §6, the shot noise-limited sensitivity to differential end-mirror displacements can be expressed as PSD M δL ; f, t ≥ 2 λ 4π .
N(t)
using .
N(t) = P BS (t) hν
where PSD [·] provides the expectation of the one-sided powerspectrum. Increasing the optical power can thus significantly improve the sensitivity of the measurement, which the Holometer achieves through the addition of a power recycling mirror at each interferometer's input port. This mirror forms a FabryPerot cavity with the end mirrors, resulting in a resonant enhancement of the optical field strength inside the instrument. The static field behavior of the interferometer can be modeled as the linear system depicted in Fig. 1 . Each reflection and transmission coefficient is given by r or t, subscripted by its respective optic. F λ is the optical carrier frequency and the arm lengths are L x and L y . The round nodes represent internal states of the physical system whereas the square nodes are output fields observed in photodetectors, such as the anti-symmetric port field E AS . To fully model the contrast-defect, additional copies of this diagram must be added to represent additional transverse modes, with small transfer coefficients arising by defects in the end mirror and beamsplitter shapes. The signal sidebands from the end-mirrors are signified with red and blue arrows, which source (unshown) copies of the graph at the modulation frequencies. At each port the optical field at carrier and sideband frequencies beat together to model the full frequencydependent response.
Power-Recycling Cavity
The Michelson interferometer, formed by the beamsplitter and two end mirrors, forms an effective mirror where the losses are determined by the fraction of light escaping to the AS port and the remainder is reflected. The addition of a power recycling mirror (PRM) forms a cavity with this effective mirror. The power-recycled interferometers are designed to be nearly confocal resonators, folded by the 45
• incidence beamsplitter so that each arm forms a flat-curved cavity. They have an arm length of L = 39.2 m and an end mirror radius of curvature of R = 75.1 m, which is matched between the two arms to within 10 cm. The resulting waist, with radius w 0 = λ 2π 2L(2R − 2L) ≈ 3.57 mm (4) lays at the position of the flat PRM. The end mirrors are each located nearly one Rayleigh range away,
where the beam half-width has grown to w 1 ≈ 5 mm. The deviation from a pure confocal configuration satisfies the resonator stability criterion, R < 2L (for a review of laser resonators, see [17] ).
This configuration additionally avoids co-resonances of higher-order cavity modes (HOM) with the fundamental mode. The Gouy phase shift for one-way propagation down the interferometer arm is φ Gouy ≡ arctan L Z R = 0.806 rad (46.2
Any Hermite-Gauss mode, H mn , attains a round-trip phase excess of φ mn = 2(1 + m + n) φ Gouy (7) compared to the propagation of unfocused spherical wavefronts. When 2(m+n)φ Gouy is an integer multiple of 2π, the H mn mode will be co-resonant with the fundamental H 00 mode. With 1.61 rad (92 • ) of phase separation between each mode order, the lower-order HOM resonances are well-separated from the fundamental. The fourth-order mode wraps back near the fundamental, but the 0.17 rad (10 • ) phase separation is >100 times the cavity linewidth.
The power recycling cavity provides not only the resonant power enhancement, but also filters noise sidebands from the laser. Because of the higher-order-mode separation, different transverse modes have different filtered noise spectra, which beat with residual light at the Michelson anti-symmetric port readout. The modes then show as noise peaks at the HOM resonance frequencies in the readout spectra, confirming estimates of the arm length and Gouy separation. These noise measurements are described in §6.4.1.
Instrument Response
With power recycling, the response of the interferometer to time-varying path length displacements is complicated by the storage time of the recycling cavity, which imposes a bandwidth limit of approximately 350 Hz on the cavity response. At frequencies 350 Hz, the response at the anti-symmetric port to arm length displacements reflects both a change in the Michelson fringe offset and in the cavity storage power. However, at frequencies 350 Hz, arm length displacements occur on a shorter time scale than the cavity can respond. In this limit, the power-recycled interferometer responds equivalently to a single-pass Michelson interferometer of the same optical power. Fig. 2 shows the numerically-calculated transfer function of the power-recycled interferometers at several fringe offsets. The Holometer operates at an offset of approximately 1 nm, and all science and calibration signals are measured at frequencies ≥ 1 kHz. At this offset, the deviation from a single-pass Michelson response is ≤ 2% above 1 kHz. The third plot, indicating the optical sensitivity, shows this difference at the calibration line frequency from the asymptotic response, which is small for the 1nm offset. Thus, for calibration purposes (see §7.2) the instrument can be modeled as an equivalent high-power, single-pass interferometer. Neglecting the cavity correction underestimates the instrumental sensitivity. The degradation in sensitivity would be relevant for smaller interferometers with higher bandwidth recycling. For instance in tabletop versions of the experiment, the calibration and sensitivity would be affected over a much larger bandwidth.
Physical Environment
The Holometer is situated in an old meson tunnel of the fixed-target beamline at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (FNAL). These tunnels are constructed of pre-built reinforced concrete slabs serving as the floor, set on a gravel bed at ground level. The slabs are 150 mm thick except at their edge, where they are 600 mm thick. Each slab is 3.7 m long and 6 m wide. The slabs are laid end-to-end with a small gap between them along the length of the tunnel. The walls are pre-formed Ushaped concrete sections 2.4 m wide placed on top of the floor sections. The entire structure is buried under a mound of gravel and dirt with a minimum thickness of 2.5 m, which formerly acted as a radiation shield. The tunnel structure was put in place more than 30 years ago and so is now a very stable platform. For the interferometer arm perpendicular to the tunnel, a newly constructed 1.9 m by 1.9 m square reinforced concrete slab 450 mm thick was built at ground level. The slab rests on three reinforced concrete pillars 600 mm in diameter and extending 1.8 m into the ground. A climate controlled enclosure constructed over the slab protects the electronics and end station vessels. All the vessels holding interferometer optics are bolted directly to the concrete slabs of the floor below the system.
Optical Elements
The following sections detail the laser optics chosen to achieve large resonant enhancement, as well as the infrastructure implemented to monitor and control the optical state.
Laser
Each interferometer uses its own 2W 1064nm laser (shown in Fig. 3 ). These are Mephisto branded non-planar ring oscillators in Nd:YAG by Innolight.
Injection Optics
Prior to interferometer injection, the laser beam is conditioned to match the mode of the cavity at the power-recycling mirror. Each interferometer has a table of optics dedicated to beam preparation and to locking the laser frequency to the cavity using a Pound-Drever-Hall discriminant [18] (PDH, see §4.4.1). Fig. 3 shows the principal optical components of the laser launch design. Immediately before injection, each table diverts approximately 1% of its prepared beam power onto lowpower detectors continuously monitoring the amplitude noise of the laser. These detectors may be operated as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a 0.6 m arm length imbalance to measure phase noise and calibrate against the PDH phase signal. From the table, each injection beam is relayed to the input window of its central vacuum vessel by a set of three flat mirrors mounted to the wall, through 75-mm-diameter aluminum pipes in air. All of the mirrors are manually adjustable, and the last of the three is remotely controlled by two-axis, open-loop Newport piezoelectric stepper actuators (picomotors). Additionally the two steering mirrors, SM1 and SM2, on each table's output telescope are picomotor actuated for fine adjustments of the injection beam position and angle onto the optical axis of the interferometer recycling cavity. Figure 3: Laser launch table for preparation of the injection beam. These optics perform three key functions: mode matching to the cavity (lenses not shown), locking the laser frequency to the cavity (see §4.4.1), and continuously monitoring the phase and amplitude noise of the laser.
Power Recycling Mirror
A partially transmissive 2-inch-diameter by 1/2-inch-thick power recycling mirror (PRM) is placed at the symmetric port of each interferometer. The PRMs are fabricated from Corning 7980 0A low-inclusion fused-silica substrates and polished to sub-nm flatness by Coastline Optics.
The PRMs are coated by Advanced Thin Films to 80% of their diameter by ion beam sputtering. Spectrophotometric measurements at 1064 nm found the transmission on the reflective surface to be 985.8 ppm and the reflection on the antireflective surface to be 13 ppm. Because the transmission through the PRM is the dominant loss in the power-recycled interferometer, the instrument is operated as a slightly overcoupled optical cavity.
Each PRM is mounted on a picomotor-actuated tip-tilt stage. These actuators make slow adjustments used for aligning each cavity into a resonant configuration. In each interferometer, the PRM and beamsplitter mounts each rest on a common critically-damped two-stage vibration isolation platform with a resonant frequency of 10 Hz. This platform consists of two stages of stainless steel plates, the bottom one weighing 27.8 kg and the top 18.9 kg. The stages rest on 19 mm diameter Viton balls, six beneath the lower stage and four between stages, constrained inside recessed holes in the lower platform.
Beamsplitter
The beamsplitters are 3-inch-diameter by 1/2-inch-thick optics, polished to sub-nm flatness by Coastline Optics, with 1.5 mrad of wedge. At 45
• incidence, the beamsplitters intercept the Gaussian beam with an acceptance of more than five times the waist size. They are fabricated from high-purity, low-OH − -content Heraeus Suprasil 3001 substrate chosen for its low power absorptivity at 1064nm of 0.3 ± 0.2 ppm/cm [19] , which reduces its susceptibility to thermal lensing effects [20] . With 2 kW of storage power in the power recycling cavity, the contrast defect due to thermal lensing in this substrate is expected to be only 10 ± 4 mW.
The beamsplitters are coated by Advanced Thin Films to 80% of their diameter by ion beam sputtering. The reflective surface has been measured by the coating vendor to have 49.991% transmission. The back surface is anti-reflection coated to 60 ppm. The absorption due to impurities in the coatings has been measured via photo-thermal common-path interferometry by Stanford Photo-Thermal Solutions. The absorption on the reflective coating was found to be 0.95 ppm uniformly across the surface of a witness sample, and the absorption on the anti-reflective coating was found to be 1.3 ppm. Like the PRM, each beamsplitter is mounted on a picomotoractuated stage, providing digitally-controlled dual-axis steering for slow alignment adjustments.
End Mirrors
The end mirrors are 2-inch-diameter by 1/2-inch-thick optics fabricated from Corning 7980 0A low-inclusion fused-silica substrates by Gooch & Housego. They are coated to 80% of their diameter by ion beam sputtering and have an effective radius of four times the beam size. This large mirror size is chosen to prevent losses in the tails of the Gaussian beams. Using an optical chopper and a lock-in amplifier, the mirror transmission has been measured to be sub-ppm. The back surface is anti-reflection coated in order to allow the instantaneous cavity power to be monitored via the light leakage through the mirror.
In order to select optimally matched pairs of end mirrors, the mirror surface structures were analyzed using both Zernike and Laguerre-Gauss decomposition of metrology data from Zygo interferometry. The actual mirror maps were also used in FI-NESSE Monte Carlo simulations [21] to determine the fraction of light scattered into higher order modes by mirror surface imperfections, which contributes to the contrast defect power. Pairs of mirrors were selected on the basis of matching in radius of curvature to < 10 cm and with all other surface deviations predicted to produce a contrast defect of < 20 ppm.
Each end mirror is clamped to an aluminum support ring that is driven by three Noliac SCMAP05-12mm piezoelectric transducers (PZTs). The PZTs provide three degrees of actuation over a total range of approximately 10 µm. These actuators are managed by the interferometer control system, and their performance is characterized in §4.1. The mirror is held by three clamps spaced 120
• apart. To minimize static mirror distortion from the mount clamping, a pad of indium, 5 mm in diameter and 20 µm thick, cushions each point of contact on both sides of the mirror.
Each end mirror-PZT assembly is connected to a 2-kg stainless steel reaction mass, which is itself connected to a supporting mount. The mount has two stages of vibration isolation. The first stage, installed only in the two end stations located in the tunnel, where floor vibrations up to 100 Hz are present, isolates the entire mirror-mount structure from the ground with a resonance at 11 Hz. It consists of an 18-kg mass mounted on three Viton balls, whose plane contains the center of mass of the isolated system to decouple rotational and translational motion. This mount is critically coupled while the outside of the vessels are maintained at 37 C by a linear proportional thermostat system as the damping and stiffness of the Viton is temperature dependent. The thermal stabilization also reduces slow drift of the alignment. The second stage of the mount isolates the mirror and the reaction mass from the support mount, so that PZT drive motion pushes purely on the reaction mass. This is done to avoid exciting mechanical resonances of the rest of the mount. Fig. 4 shows this design.
End Mirror Transmission Optics
The light transmitted through each end mirror is split by a beamsplitter and directed onto a photodiode and a video camera. Each optical set-up is mounted on a 12-inch by 12-inch breadboard bolted directly to the back of its end station cube. The photodiode signal provides a control-signal proxy for the cavity storage power, and the video camera is used to view the position and mode quality of the beam inside the cavity. Manual irises placed between the end mirrors and transmission cameras are used to center the beams on the end mirrors during alignment procedures. At the bottom is a mass mounted on three Viton balls. The plane of the balls contains the center of mass of the isolated system to decouple rotational from translational motion. The end mirror is actuated with three PZT actuators spaced at 120 • around the mirror. The PZTs push against a 2-kg reaction mass which is isolated from the rest of the mount by Viton spacers. The PZTs are preloaded with springs. The mirror itself is held into a support ring by being clamped between six Indium pads, three on each side to minimize distortion of the mirror from the mount. The lowest resonant frequency of the drive system is above 1.5 kHz.
Output Optics
The 3.6-mm interference beam exiting each interferometer at its anti-symmetric port is telescopically focused down to 1-mm size and directed onto a set of high-frequency signal detectors, low-frequency control system detectors, and a video feed. Each optical set-up is mounted on a 12-inch by 24-inch breadboard supported by 8-inch-diameter tubes bolted directly to the floor. Of the approximately 200 mW of power in the interfering beam, 1% is picked off for control and monitoring purposes. The remaining 99% is directed onto two New Focus 1811 detectors which have been modified to absorb high power (see §5.1). These detectors are protected by a digitally-controlled shutter that is triggered to open when the exiting power is at a safe level for the detectors. The low-power control pickoff is split by a beamsplitter and directed onto a New Focus 2903 quadrant photodetector (QPD), which provides the anti-symmetric port control signals, and a video camera, used for monitoring the mode quality and angular alignment of the interfering beam. As the QPD has an adjustable gain, it is used during power-recycling mode as well as during low-power operations, where the PRM is misaligned to make a 1 mW single-pass Michelson. The quadrant detector's 2-mm total collecting area is divided into four equal-area sections. The sum of the entire receiving area is used to for the DC-readout control signal, while the differences between the quadrants are used as error signals for the angular alignment control loop (see §4.4.3). The sum channel was modified, removing a stock output low pass filter to provide instead a flat response to at least 1 kHz.
Baffles
To prevent multi-path interference from light reflected and scattered by the inner walls of the vacuum tubes, a set of conical baffles is installed in each of the interferometer arms, spaced such that neither beamsplitter nor end mirror has a direct line of sight to the tube wall. Each baffle is a truncated cone (half-angle 35
• , or 0.61 rad) with an outside diameter of 150 mm, matching the inner diameter of the vacuum tube, and an inside diameter of 110 mm. The baffles are constructed from sheets of thin stainless steel spot-welded into a cone that fits snugly into the vacuum tubes. Prior to assembling the 40-m arms, the baffles were pushed into the individual 10-foot tubes using a long pole. Each arm contains a total of 31 baffles spaced in a geometrical series derived from the design in the LIGO interferometers [22] . Starting from each end of the arm and working inwards, the first 30 baffles are positioned a distance l n = α n l 0 , n = 0, 1, . . . , 14, from each end, where α = 1.28 and l 0 = 0.5 m. The final baffle is positioned at the center of the arm.
Vacuum System
The PRM, beamsplitter, and end mirrors of each interferometer are housed under vacuum. This is done to reduce phase noise caused by fluctuations in the index of refraction of air, which would otherwise dominate the noise budget, as well as to avoid burning hydrocarbons onto the optical surfaces exposed to high power. Separate, identical vacuum systems are constructed for each interferometer. The following sections describe their design and implementation.
Partial Pressure Requirements
Based on previous experience from the construction and operation of the LIGO vacuum system, keeping the optics free of hydrocarbon deposits imposes the most stringent requirement on the Holometer vacuum systems. Every hydrocarbon deposit of 0.1 monolayer thickness on the surface of the beamsplitter contributes 2 ppm of absorption losses [20] . Accordingly, the Holometer vacuum system is designed to minimize the rate of hydrocarbon deposition on optical surfaces, which is estimated as follows. The rate of deposition is given by
where S c (sticking coefficient) is the fraction of molecules striking the surface which stick, ρ is the density of molecules (3.5 · 10 4 /cm 3 at 10 −10 Pa), and v th is the thermal velocity of the parent hydrocarbon (3 · 10 4 cm/s at room temperature). This yields a deposition rate of r = 3.5 · 10 7 /cm 2 /s. One monolayer is 3.5 · 10 14 /cm 2 , so, at a partial pressure of 10 −10 Pa, 0.1 monolayers builds up in 10 6 seconds, about ten days. Using the partial pressure of hydrocarbons after baking as an acceptance criteria during construction is not practical, since testing each part with a full bake and vacuum system takes more labor than assembling the final system. Therefore, a test has been adopted which measures the number of monolayers of hydrocarbons on the surface of each fabricated part prior to baking. To estimate the surface contamination, high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) grade isopropyl alcohol (IPA) is poured inside each part and the concentration of absorption at the wavelength of C-H bonds is measured. Experience with previous vacuum systems motivated setting an acceptance threshold of < 5 monolayers before baking, as the bake typically reduces the surface contamination by at least two orders of magnitude. All of the parts passed this acceptance criteria. After construction and baking of the entire assembled system, each vacuum system has achieved hydrocarbon partial pressures < 10 −10 Pa. At this level, no increase of optical absorption losses has been detected over time.
Arm Tubes
Each 40-m interferometer arm is constructed of 12 sections of 10-foot-long stainless steel tube with 8-inch ConFlat flanges at the ends. The stainless steel tubes are supported on rollers every 10 feet. A 100-l/s ion pump is installed at the end of each arm via a reducing tee with a 2 3/4-inch ConFlat flange. Another reducing tee with a 6-inch ConFlat flange and 4-inch gate valve is installed at the center of each arm, where a 4-inch turbo pump can be attached to bake out the tube. The arm tubing is covered with two layers of fiberglass pipe insulation, separated by a layer of aluminized mylar, for a total thickness of 5 inches. The insulation allows the arm tube to heat to a temperature of 150 C during baking. After assembly, each arm was baked for a minimum of three days by applying 100 A of current through the tube, with the turbo pump operating at the center.
Central Vessels
The central vacuum vessels, each housing the beamsplitter and power recycling mirror of one interferometer, are custombuilt stainless steel cylinders 600 mm in diameter and 330 mm in height, with a bottom plate 25 mm thick. Each vessel is closed off with a rubber o-ring-sealed top plate, also 25 mm thick. The positions of the central vacuum vessels are not adjustable. Each vessel stands on three aluminum tubes 200 mm in diameter and 13 mm thick. Under each tube is a 150-mm by 150-mm by 6-mm aluminum support plate, which was positioned on the somewhat uneven floor with a thick layer of epoxy underneath. The tubes and vacuum vessel were then placed on top and the epoxy allowed to harden. Three dog clamps drilled into the concrete floor push down on the bottom plate of the vacuum vessel near the support tube underneath. The lowest horizontal resonance of the mount is calculated to be > 200 Hz.
End Station Vessels
The end station vacuum vessels, each housing an end mirror, are 10-inch 6-way stainless steel ConFlat cubes purchased from Lesker. A custom-built bottom plate mounted to the bottom ConFlat flange of the cube extends outside the cube itself and serves as its support base. The cubes stand on three aluminum tubes similar to those of the central vessel, but each of these additionally has a top plate with a 2-mm boss in the center. When the cube is placed on top of the cylinders, these bosses act as compliant elements. As with the central vessel, the cubes are secured to the floor with dog clamps drilled into the concrete. In this case, however, the compliance of the supporting tubes permits small mechanical adjustments of the pitch and roll orientations of the end station cube.
The end station cubes are mechanically isolated from the arm tubes by stainless steel bellows, whose length can change by up to 90 mm to accommodate thermal expansion. The cubes are supported against air pressure on the evacuated bellows by two stainless steel stands bolted to the floor, one on each side of the tube. Each support stand is outfitted with a 5/8-inch 80-threads/inch adjustment screw which contacts the arm tube flange at the center height of the tube. These screws provide for mechanical adjustment of the end station position and orientation. Adjusting both screws in common lengthens or shortens the bellows, and thus the arm length and pitch of the end mirror, whereas adjusting them differentially rotates the yaw-axis of the end mirror. A 150-mm diameter gate valve, installed between the bellows and cube, permits venting the end station vessel for access to the optics without venting the tube or releasing the tension on the bellows. Fig. 5 shows the end station design.
Control System
Each power-recycled interferometer requires a control system to maintain stable linear operation. This system maintains the optical resonance conditions that allow the instrument to both store high power and achieve the appropriate detuning from perfect destructive interference at the anti-symmetric (dark) port. The following sections describe the hardware and software implementation for these controls. The final section then discusses each optical resonance condition and the feedback control servo enforcing it.
Piezoelectric End Mirror Actuation
Each end mirror is actuated with three piezoelectric (PZT) drivers capable of moving 10 µm in the direction perpendicular to the reflective surface, as described in §2.4.5. The control system of each interferometer engages these actuators to maintain both the longitudinal operating offset and the angular alignment of the instrument. The first PZT resonance occurs at 1.5 kHz, limiting the stable operation bandwidth in spite of compensating notch filters. These resonances are regularly re-measured, as they are observed to drift up to 10% in frequency over many weeks. This drift has been associated with both hysteresis over the 10µm range as well as with operating temperature. The PZT's have a capacitance of 2µF and are driven by a linear high voltage amplifier with an output impedance of 1kΩ. The RC low pass filter is compensated in the digital control system.
The mechanical resonances are measured by injecting white noise into the PZT drive of one end mirror while the differential-mode loop (see §4.4.2) is engaged. The transfer function of drive signal into physical motion of the mirror is inferred from the optical response measured at the dark port.
Individually in each arm, digital notch filters are applied within the differential-mode servo loop to eliminate the gain spikes at these resonant frequencies. The added stability allows the servo bandwidth to be increased. Because of the sensitivity of the PZT resonance locations and the excitation of only a single end mirror, the closed loop gain is not corrected for these measurements, but they are iterated as the loop stability improves. Rather than exact matching, the resonance center frequencies and Q-factors are estimated and pairs of notches are added to engulf the resonance, accounting for some later drift. Adding pairs of widened notches adds robustness at the cost of additional phase delay reaching down to the 600Hz unity-gain frequency (UGF).
Low-Speed Digitization Electronics
Two National Instruments (NI) PXI-7852R units are employed to monitor, condition and generate signals for each interferometer. Signals for the feedback loop control (see §4.4) are routed exclusively through one unit, while auxiliary signals are routed through the other. Each unit consists of an FPGA controller interfaced to an 8-channel analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and an 8-channel digital-to-analog converter (DAC), both of which can sample up to 750 kHz at ±10 V over 16 bits. All of the I/O channels are conditioned in a custom filter buffer board which provides anti-alias filtering of the inputs and DAC quantization filtering of the outputs. In both cases, this conditioning is implemented through analog 40-kHz, 2-pole Butterworth filters.
The input voltage range of each channel is individually adjustable through an AD8253 programmable-gain instrumentation amplifier in the filter buffer board. These analog gains are set using the digital outputs of the PXI-7852R, which powers the filter buffer board via a DC-DC converter running from a 1-A, 5-V line. The input signals can be amplified to ranges of ±0.005 V through ±5 V and the output signals can be attenuated to ranges of ±0.01 V through ±10 V. These adjustments allow convenient tradeoffs between dynamic range and bit-noise. Each amplifier has an input voltage noise of 10 nV/
√
Hz near 1 Hz, with the exception of the gain 1 setting, where the inputreferred noise is 45 nV/ √ Hz. The analog inputs are differential with common-mode rejection of over 60 dB below 40 kHz.
Controls Software
The FPGA running the controls software uses a microcontroller architecture, where an instruction pipeline feeds the eight input signals through stages of matrix elements and cascaded filter banks, represented through an adjustable sequence of control codes. The pipeline runs 1400 digital bi-quadratic filters (BQF) at 32 kHz. Before entering the pipeline, raw input signals to the 16-bit ADC are sampled at 128 kHz and immediately fed into a single BQF for digital anti-aliasing, then downsampled to 32 kHz. The 32-kHz signals are routed through matrix elements with configurable coefficients, multipliers (i.e. mixers), and dividers to synthesize discriminants and linearize the interferometer signals, to demodulate dithers, and to transform bases between detector, controller, and actuator degrees of freedom. BQF filter banks are applied to whiten signals, impose control policies, and invert actuator responses. Final actuator signals are then upsampled back to 128 kHz and fed through a smoothing BQF filter and output to the 16-bit DAC. Internally, the signals are 32-bit fixed-point numbers, however the directform-1 BQF filters increase to 64bit within the feedback portion, preventing increased quantization noise and design errors in the filters.
A python management script sets up the topology and interfacing between the interferometer state variables and the settings of the FPGA micro-control code. The interferometer state variables are hosted by Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) software [23] . This state is manipulated via the Motif Editor and Display Manager (MEDM) software, providing a graphical interface for users to monitor interferometer operation and adjust control parameters in real time [24] .
Automated lock-acquisition scripts provide high-level interferometer state management. These scripts interface through EPICS to repeat action sequences for the low-level control parameters. The configurable parameters of the controls scripts are themselves hosted as EPICS variables, allowing a consistent storage and manipulation interface for low and high level settings. The lock sequence monitors the interferometer light levels, sequencing when signals fall outside of nominal high power operations. The auto-lock software additionally triggers the data acquisition system to prevent excessive storage during interferometer dead-time.
Feedback Control Loops
In the following sections, the design motivations and optimizations for the feedback control loops are described. These are separated into the common (average) and differential basis for the arm lengths. The common arm length (CARM) affects the resonant laser frequency, while the differential (DARM) length sets the interference at the beamsplitter. Both must work in tandem as the Michelson interference affects the effective Fabry-Perot cavity and PDH error signal bandwidth, and the recycled power storage affects the linearity and gain of the DARM servo error signal.
Common-Mode Loop
The laser frequency is used to actuate the common-mode loop on to a multiple of the 3.83 MHz free spectral range of the recycling cavity. Each interferometer uses an electro-opticmodulator (EOM) driving with an index of .01 rad outside of the cavity bandwidth, one at 20.6 MHz and one at 24.49 MHz. These are well above desired data-acquisition measurement band as well. The reflection ports use photodiodes (RF PD in Fig. 3 ) customized similarly to the AS-port high power diodes, except with an additional inductor pair forming a tank-circuit around the diode. The pair of inductors is folded to reduce external magnetic pickup.
The PDH error signal is linear only within the bandwidth of the cavity, which changes dramatically as the loss through the AS port moves to destructive interference. Furthermore, the error signal gain is proportional to field amplitude of the carrier and sidebands, making it scale proportionally to the power gain or the finesse, F . The bandwidth scales inversely to the field gain, making it proportional to 1/ √ F . The common mode loop is electrically isolated for noise. This servo actuates through the fast frequency adjustment piezo on the Mephisto laser. In suppressing phase noise between the interferometer cavity and laser, it can potentially imprint RF environmental noise detectable in the two-interferometer cross correlation. Regardless of the design, some correlated phase noise is imprinted by the servos, and measured bounds to characterize this instrumental background are essential (see §6.4.2).
For both speed and isolation, the CARM servo is implemented in analog with two Stanford Research SR560 preamplifiers, powered from the same AC line as the laser. Additional passive shaping is applied between the output of one amplifer and the input of the other, and the second amplifer has additional LC notches and RC filters above 100kHz to compensate for the laser PZT resonances and to reduce the gain of environmental RF pickup. The CARM loop is unconditionally stable at any finesse, even as the PDH gain and cavity pole change through the DARM servo lock acquisition. Fig. 6 shows the employed loop design accounting for the changing optical response. The design follows from a 25kHz unity-gain frequency (UGF) at the nominal finesse. An additional zero is placed to compensate for the cavity-pole bandwidth decreasing towards 350Hz in the discriminant. This zero could make the servo unstable at low finesse, but the UGF starts below this zero and raises with the optical gain towards the designed zero as the cavity pole moves to cancel it. The cancellation is not total, boosting the loop gain and noise suppression. An additional lag-lead filter adds further gain at low frequencies. This allows a DC gain > 1000 even with a finesse of 20, so that the common mode loop readily converges. This provides reliable cavity gain and therefore reliable error signals to the differential servo so that its nonlinear response can be linearized around predictable offsets.
Differential-Mode Loop
To maintain a constant DC output power at the dark port, the optical path difference, DARM, denoted as δL, must be held at a constant operating offset. The error signal to determine this path difference is linearized around offsets of the black signal traces shown by the two top graphs of Fig. 2 . The AS-port power and the cavity power are both used as discriminants for DARM. Furthermore, these signals are only well-defined while the CARM servo is enforcing the optical power gain from resonance.
The lock is acquired first using the cavity power as measured by transmission through the North end mirror. 10W is the initial operating point, corresponding roughly to a finesse of 20, where the CARM loop can first acquire. Here, DARM must be within ±10nm of the destructive interference fringe. The ratio of the static input power over the measured cavity power is used as a DARM discriminant of the finesse rather than the cavity power itself. Before the loop is fully shaped, the cavity power is not linear over the residual noise and biases towards cavity power lower than the offset. The synthesized ratio signal is also nonlinear but is biased towards higher power. An offset is applied to the ratio signal for an initial lock point at the finesse of 20. The initial loop gain is tuned such that as the loop is closed, the offset causes an impulse that sweeps DARM through a full fringe, while being sufficiently slow to prevent overshoot in the CARM and DARM loops as the fringe offset crosses the appropriate point.
DARM motion conversion into an optical cavity power signal is low-passed by the pole of the storage cavity. This pole is digitally inverted at the FPGA. The offset of the synthetic signal implicitly determines the fringe detuning from destructive interference. A series of linear interpolation points transition the offsets and loop gains to stably increase the cavity power to 1kW -where the cavity is critically coupled. At critical coupling, the discriminant is smoothly transitioned to use the ASport fringe power. The interference power output is first divided by the cavity power to synthesize the sinusoidal response of a non-recycled Michelson interferometer:
This response, known as the AS-port transmissivity, is broadband (flat), unlike the optical response shown at the bottom of Fig. 2 and the cavity power signal. Using the ratio of the two measured powers, it is furthermore insensitive to drifting power levels. The error signal offsets are then transitioned to the nominal operating point of nearly 100PPM interferometer AS-port transmissivity, corresponding to roughly 100mW of fringe light and 100mW of contrast defect. The servo loop shape is shown in Fig. 7 . Near the UGF, the loop is 1/ f , but is "boosted" to have additional gain at low frequencies to flatten the 1/ f 2 seismic spectrum. The total delay of the sampling rate, Nyquist filters and PZT notches causes a delay-like phase lag that is 50
• by 1kHz. The UGF is set to a nominal 600Hz, balancing between this overall gain, this delay, and pzt resonance stability. The boosted loop includes a complex pole-zero pair which causes a sub-1/ f response between 150-400 Hz. This causes a rapid phase recovery from the 1/ f 2 boosts and provides additional phase margin at the UGF. The purple trace shows the design without additional delay, and the red trace provides a comparison to a standard 1/ f control loop.
Angular Alignment Loop
The contrast defect is affected by the overlap of the two transverse field profiles of the end mirror return beams. The total defect is the sum of the defect from higher-order modes, hom , and the defect due to imperfect overlap. Since the beamsplitter is near the 3.6mm waist radius at the PRM, the beam radius of curvature may be ignored, giving
where ∆θ is the residual RMS angular displacement of the end mirrors. To achieve an acceptably small fraction of the contrast defect from alignment, < 10 ppm, ∆θ must be suppressed to <0.3 µrad. The differential angular alignment of the beams is controlled to maintain the overlap.
The error signal to control the differential alignment is provided by a New Focus 2903 QPD at the antisymmetric port viewing the interference beam from a 1% pickoff. Because of the small DARM operating offset, the QPD is sensitive to the transverse field interference of the Hermite-Gauss H 01 mode of the misalignment with the H 00 mode of the DC carrier. This is different from the usual of a QPD for beam position sensing and requires that the Michelson be detuned from perfect destructive interference. The QPD does also sense the common return angle from the position of the output beam, but whereas the differential angle signal is ejected from the Michelson immediately, the common angle signal is reduced by the total transmissivity (field, not power) of the destructive interference, which is held by the control system to be t 2 AS = ∼100PPM. The vertical and horizontal set-points of the differential angle loop are implemented as offsets applied to the QPD signals.
Only the differential alignment is actively controlled. The injection alignment drifts, lowering the power coupling into the cavity from the typical maximum of 96%. Furthermore, although the QPD is a factor 100 more sensitive to differential than common angular fluctuations, the drift of the common angle slowly moves the optimal set-point for the differential loop. Periodically, the data system is disabled for manual reoptimization of the uncontrolled alignment degrees of freedom. During this process, an operator re-tunes the common-angle and injection alignment. New offsets are then loaded into the differential angle control loop to center the interference pattern in camera images. This procedure maximizes the online DARM sensitivity reported by the automated control system.
The differential angle servo is operated with a 100 Hz UGF. In one of the interferometers, the static mode of the contrast defect light alters the beat signal such that X-and Y-angle misalignments cause a degenerate QPD response. For this signal, the dithered H 00 mode at a calibration-line frequency (see §7.3.1) is demodulated with the H 01 mode of the misalignment to generate a decoupled error signal, but with a much-reduced bandwidth of 20 Hz and a lowered SNR compared to the direct QPD signal.
Data Acquisition System
The output beam power is measured at the AS port of each interferometer by a set of custom-modified photodetectors, whose signals are continuously sampled by the data acquisition system. Quantum-geometrical effects will appear as correlations between the two interferometer signals on time scales shorter than the round-trip light-crossing time of the apparatus, 2L/c = 262 ns (see §1). This imposes a minimum sampling frequency of 2 · 3.82 MHz. To fully resolve the time scale of the effect, the Holometer samples at 50 MHz, more than 1000 times faster than do gravitational wave detectors. This carries the advantage of sampling band where the contributions of seismic, thermal, and mechanical noise are negligibly small above 1 MHz. With a total data stream rate of 5.8 TB/hr, it also presents a unique set of technical challenges. The Holometer feeds the fast data streams into a novel high-speed data processing pipeline. It performs real-time spectral analysis on the 50 MHz-sampled interferometer and environmental monitoring signals, reducing the data storage requirements to < 50 GB/hr with no loss of statistical information. The following sections describe the design and implementation.
High-Speed, High-Power Photodetectors
At the nominal operating point of approximately 100PPM AS-port transmissivity, each interferometer outputs roughly 100mW of fringe light and 100mW of contrast defect. The total output power of approximately 200 mW is split by a beamsplitter and directed onto two modified New Focus 1811 photodetectors, each of which is engineered to absorb 100 mW of DC power. The photodetectors provide both a low-frequency amplification circuit for interferometer control signals and a lownoise, high-frequency amplification circuit for radio-frequency signals for scientific analysis.
Each modified high-power detector contains a 2mm InGaAs photodiode from GPD Optoelectronics Corp. mounted in a TO-5 package. The photodiode is reverse-biased using a LM340 voltage regulator at 7 V. Low-value resistors are used along the biasing chain, causing a drop in the bias voltage to 6 V at the nominal 100mA operating photocurrent. These values are chosen because space charge-related capacitance becomes significant at bias voltages < 5 V and breakdown of the photodiode occurs at a bias voltage of 12 V. To dissipate the 0.6 W of Joule heating, the TO-5 package is wrapped with layer of siliconebased thermal putty and thermally contacted with an aluminum heat sink.
The low-frequency channel uses an INA128 instrumentation amplifier to measure the voltage drop across a 5Ω resistor in series along the photodiode biasing circuit. It provides a gain of 10 V/A and a bandwidth of approximately 150 kHz, limited by the filtering circuitry along the photodiode biasing line. The 8 nV/
√
Hz noise of the instrumentation amplifier near 1 kHz is subdominant to the digitization noise of the control system.
The high-frequency channel uses a 7.2kΩ Philips NE5210D transimpedance preamplifier, AC-coupled to the photocurrent with a 500pF capacitor. The 100mA DC photocurrent is shunted to ground with a Vishay/Dale TJ31UEB270L 27µH toroidal inductor. Combined with the 60Ω input impedance of the preamplifier, the inductor and capacitor form a crossover filter centered near 1 MHz. This crossover frequency is chosen to suppress large-amplitude, acoustically-induced optical signals at several 100 kHz, which would otherwise saturate the preamplifier. This LC crossover filter has a resonant peak at 1.5Mhz. The lossy inductor core material acts as roughly 100 Ohms of resistance at the resonance frequencies to form an RLC with a Q of 2. The input pin of the amplifier is also shorted to ground with 10 pF to suppress unstable amplifier oscillations at several 100 MHz. This capacitance, combined with the 150pF capacitance of the reverse-biased photodiode, forms an additional low-pass filter with the 60Ω input impedance of the preamplifier, with a pole frequency near 10 MHz. The high-frequency channel is shot noise limited at a photocurrent of 0.5 mA, with an approximately flat amplifier noise level of 3.5 pA/
Hz from 1-10 MHz.
High-Speed Digitization Electronics
The high-frequency photodetector readouts and the environmental monitoring signals are routed through NI PXIe-5122 high-speed ADC units. These dual-channel ADCs can sample up to 100 MHz at ±10 V over 14 bits. Each interferferometer has two dedicated ADC units. One unit receives the high-frequency readouts of the two photodetectors and the other receives two environmental monitoring signals. The input channels are anti-aliased via analog 20MHz, 2-pole Bessel filters. The input voltage range of the two channels on each unit is adjustable through a programmable-gain instrumentation amplifier. The input signals can be amplified to ranges of 
√
Hz at the highest gain setting. Electrical isolation of the ADC units is a critical aspect of the independent dual-system design of the Holometer. Each ADC is housed in a separate NI PXIe-1082 chassis connected via a 30-m fiber optic cable to the PCIe backplane of a dedicated workstation, located in a separate building. The central computer receiving the digitized optical signals is the only link between the four chassis. Direct sample clock sharing would cause correlated phase noise through up-conversion of signals, and also violate the stringent electrical isolation required of the two detection systems. Instead, each ADC unit is individually synchronized to a GPS-provided clocking signal. This signal is generated by an NI PXI-6683H timing card installed in each chassis, with each timing card connected to its own GPS receiver. A schematic is shown in Fig. 8 . The interchannel decorrelation due to clocking phase noise, assessed in §7.5, is shown to be a small effect (< 10%) and is taken into account in the calibration analysis.
Real-Time Data Processing Pipeline
The 32-core central computer runs a custom C++ program which functions as a high-throughput pipeline capable of processing data streams of up to 1.6 GB/s in real time. The software interfaces with the low-level NI device drivers to provide high-level control of the digitization and synchronization hardware. Before entering the pipeline, the eight input signals to the 14-bit ADCs are anti-aliased via an analog filter and sampled at 100 MHz, then digitally decimated to 50 MHz. In the pipeline, the 50MHz time series are divided into accumulation time intervals of a configurable duration, typically 1-2 s, and processed in parallel.
Discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) of a configurable length, N DFT , are computed from the time series in batches via the FFTW algorithm. The cross-spectral density (CSD) matrix of all signals is then computed from each DFT batch. The signal data in each DFT are weighted by a Hann window, and successive DFT batches are overlapped by 50% to recover the information lost by the windowing [25] . Nominally, N DFT = 2 17 is chosen to achieve a spectral resolution of 570 Hz.
As the data are processed, the CSD matrix computed between the signals of each DFT batch is continually accumulated into a running average over the full accumulation time. The final time-averaged CSD matrix is then written to a 10TB drive. As the averaged CSD matrix is only written once per accumulation time, this technique achieves a data compression factor of > 100 compared to writing the raw time samples directly to disk. Moreover, because the Holometer is searching for a stationary noise background, as opposed to a time-resolved transient or periodic signal, there is no loss of statistical information traded off for this compression.
Achieving this high level of throughput requires code optimization at the level of the hardware architecture. Profiling during development identified memory bandwidth bottlenecks arising from effectively random memory allocation across the four non-uniform memory access (NUMA) nodes. Hand-tuned optimizations are implemented via the hwloc C++ package [26] , which provides programmatic, location-specifiable memory allocation and thread creation.
A remote python management script interfaces with the lowlevel C++ process via a TCP connection. The script provides a graphical interface for users to monitor and control the data acquisition. It renders configurable real-time plots of the accumulating correlation matrix, and it also serves as the access point for retrieving previously-recorded data from the server archive. Multiple remote client applications can simultaneously connect and monitor the system and the control system can manipulate the recording state.
Instrument Characterization
Although measures have been taken to isolate the two interferometers from each other, they still share a common laboratory space, so low-level enviromental correlations are still expected. Enviromental backgrounds coupling to both instruments can introduce correlated fluctuations in the optical readouts inferred to be length fluctuations. This section constructs a noise model used to express limits on common radio frequency (RF) backgrounds leaking into electronics and into the lasers themselves. From this model, the relative sensitivity of correlated DARM noise to the presence of instrumental, quantum and correlated environmental noise is developed. In the following sections, nomenclature for the interferometer noise model is first introduced. Then, within this framework, auxiliary measurements of environmental noise are used to construct a budget of the spurious contributions to the interferometer correlation measurement.
Nomenclature
The number of mechanisms that contribute spurious correlations is limited, whereas the number of sources for the noise, or "noise modes" coupling through a particular mechanism, is arbitrary and is generally unknown. To represent this, the statistical time series measurements are decomposed into independent noise modes, appearing as basis vectors of a linear space. This provides an algebraic description of interferometer output signal time series in terms of CSD measurements.
In this algebra, vectors of white noise modes of unit variance are written asŴ proc.
inst. (t), where the superscript specifies the coupling process or physical mechanism of the mode and the subscript specifies the instrument, such as which interferometer readout channel. The hat is used to indicate that the variable represents a random signal. While random signals may be indexed by time in derivations, statistical operations such as the power spectrum, PSD [·] , are necessary to relate signals to physical observations. These spectrum operations represent the expectation of finite-duration measurements. While taking time series as input, they may be indexed by either time or frequency.
Interferometer signal outputs are represented as linear combinations of white noise modes acted on by transfer function coefficients, H proc.
inst. (t, f ), providing the conversion to physical units. The transfer functions represent linear dynamics of optical, electrical, or mechanical systems that are frequency dependent and possibly changing with time. The time dependence t may be dropped to imply stationary response or static transfer gain. Analogously to the vectors of white noise modes, vectors of noise mode couplings are represented by bolded variables. For brevity, the dot product will be used to denote a pairwise action of transfer functions on noise modes, with the frequency-dependent action of convolution implied by the coefficient multiplication notation. In total, the notation here attempts to concisely navigate between three vector spaces: statistical, noise-modes, and time/frequency. The inner products for the first two arise from the cross-spectral density operation and the dot-product respectively. The time-frequency space will be indexed in this treatment, although it is important in integrating the data and error analysis across frequency/time for scientific test statistics.
The action of transfer functions on white noise modes to produce interferometer signal outputs is illustrated in the below example. The number of internal modes or functions of bolded vector-valued variables is left unspecified to imply the arbitrary (unknown) number of physical sources. However, vectorvalued variables must always appear dotted in physical observables, as shown below and in Eq. 14:
In the above equations,M Table 1 .
Cross-spectra measure the correlations of the data channel time series in the frequency domain. White noise modes of the same annotation are perfectly correlated, while those of different annotations are uncorrelated. This is expressed through the following identities:
Blank subscripts indicate common background modes that correlate between the two instruments. The linearity of the CSD statistic allows Eqs. 13 to reduce CSD expressions to inner products of physical transfer functions. In the case of Eqs. 11 and 12, the CSD of the detector signals becomes
Since the coupling coefficients of the second signal argument are conjugated, the CSD operation is a sesquilinear form in the basis of noise modes. These properties will be used to construct a noise budget of spurious correlations in the following sections. Experimentally, the data system implements a statistical estimator of the CSD matrix through windowed Fourier transforms and Welch-method accumulation (see §5.3). The finite sampling rate and measurement intervals are expressed through the additional time and frequency indices in CSD ·, ·; t, f and PSD ·; t, f operations. The indices appear continuous for brevity rather than indexing sample ranges or discrete frequency bins. The time index is necessary to express the changing internal state of the interferometer and corresponding calibration effects (see §7), but will be dropped when the spectrum may be idealized as stationary. For succinctness, the frequency index will also be dropped in the following sections, where frequency dependence is implied.
Interferometer Noise Model
The output beam of each interferometer is split between two photodetectors whose readout signals are calibrated to units of differential length (see §7). Using the notation introduced in the previous section, the interferometers themselves will be indexed by subscripts 1 and 2, while their photodetectors will be indexed by A and B. The signal measured by each detector is a linear superposition of noise modes, 
Vector of transfer functions coupling noise modes to the system. Each symbol corresponds to a specific coupling mechanism defined in the text in units of differential length or sensor voltage. The "exotic noise" mode is common to both interferometers, while the "shot noise" modes are independent for each photodetector. The "system noise" modes include amplitude and phase modulations imprinted on the light from sources unique to one interferometer. Modulations common to both interferometers are termed "environmental noise." All of the noise modes are white in frequency and unitless. The transfer functions, shown above, convert these modes into differential length fluctuations measured at the antisymmetric port of the interferometer.
The two photodetector signals of each interferometer are recombined with an optimal weighting to minimize the noise density in the combined channel. For concreteness, an idealized case in which both detectors have equal sensitivity is shown below.M
With the frequency dependence implicit for brevity, the CSD of the sum channels of the two interferometers is,
measures the exotic correlated noise power, plus any environmental noise leakage, which can introduce bias. The independent shot noise and system noise in the detector channels average away in the limit of long integration times, leaving only the correlated noise component. Analogously, the CSD of the two individual detector channels of one interferometer,
is sensitive to the terms of Eq. 17 as well as to the system noise of the interferometer, which is common to both detectors. Each system noise and environmental noise term, represented as a vector of couplings to a pool of source noise modes, can be further decomposed into the physical mechanisms through which noise couples into optical signals at the detectors. The environmental noise common to all detectors on both interferometers is represented as the linear superposition
Similarly, the system noise common to all detectors on a single interferometer is represented as
In Eqs. 19 and 20, the superscripts denote the physical mechanism for each coupling, as listed below.
AM Amplitude noise in the laser
PM Phase/frequency noise in the laser RF Radio pickup in the readout electronics and cables KT Thermal noise in the mirror substrates X Any unknown coupling mechanism While each term represents a different mechanism of coupling noise into the instruments, they are all expressed in terms of their apparent DARM effect at the antisymmetric port. For all cross-spectra, the statistical uncertainty is determined from the two auto-spectra together with the integration time, T span , and bandwidth, F span , of the measurement. Accounting for the small loss of degrees of freedom from the use of the Welch method (see §5.3), the variance on the CSD estimator (either real or imaginary components, independently), degraded by the Welch overlap [27] is
Because the sensitivity of the interferometers varies over long integration time due to alignment drift, the power spectra in Eq. 21 are not constant for each independent sample in the data set. However, they are stable for intervals sufficiently long to determine the local statistical weight. The data are combined using these weights.
Interferometer Cross-Spectrum
The experimental correlation measurement of differential length fluctuations, expressed by Eq. 17, is shown in Fig. 9 for the first 145 hours of first-generation Holometer data. The top panel shows the magnitude of the interferometer crossspectrum at 3.8 kHz resolution, while the lower two panels show the real part used to test for quantum-geometrical noise at 3.8 kHz and then 64 kHz resolution. The 1σ statistical uncertainty is denoted by the black curve in the top panel and by the black error bars in the bottommost panel. The error bars are suppressed in the center plot for clarity.
The figure indicates the presence of some correlated noise below 1 MHz, requiring analysis of environmental background contributions and consequent selection of time-and frequencydomain vetoes (see §8.5). After background analysis, each nonvetoed real data point in Fig. 9 is consistent with zero correlation. However, this presentation does not test for any particular quantum-geometrical noise model, as the frequency bin integrations do not weight by any model noise spectrum. Scientific analysis of this data set is separately performed in [16] to place constraints on a candidate model. Final analysis of the full 704-hour data set, which has the statistical power to constrain a broader class of models, is forthcoming. Figure 9 : Measured power and cross spectra of the first-generation interferometer DARM channels after 145 hours of integration. In the top panel, the two green curves denote each interferometer's respective power spectrum. The red curve denotes the magnitude of the cross-spectrum of the two interferometer output signals,
The 1σ level of statistical uncertainty is denoted by the black curve. In the center panel, the real part of the cross-spectrum used to test for quantum-geometrical noise is shown at 3.8 kHz resolution, with the statistical error bars suppressed for clarity. In the bottom panel, 64-kHz bin integration is used to show 4x lower noise, with each non-vetoed point statistically consistent with zero.
Environmental Background
As shown in Eq. 17, the presence of spurious environmental correlations biases the interferometer cross-spectrum as an estimator of the quantum-geometrical noise. To bound the magnitude of the background leakage term, Λ 1 · Λ 2 , the noise entering through each known physical coupling mechanism is monitored during data collection and cross-correlated with the high-speed photodetector outputs. Ex situ measurements are used to calibrate the external pickoff/testpoint monitors to units of differential length at the antisymmetric port. The linear combination of background measurements is used to construct the upper limit of correlated background contributions,
In the above equation, the CSDs respectively represent the components of amplitude noise, phase noise, and dark noise in interferometer 1 that correlate with the output signal of interferometer 2. Only the coupling of the unknown backgrounds to each other, Λ X 1 · Λ X 2 , cannot be determined by this technique. Accounting for the known coupling mechanisms, as described below, the noise budget, excluding the Λ X 1 · Λ X 2 term is small (< 5%) at frequencies below 8 MHz except in narrow bands that are vetoed using the chi-square statistic showing excess correlation with auxiliary channels.
The spurious correlation budget in Eq. 22 requires a series of measurements between antisymmetric-port and auxiliary sensors, with the auxiliary data calibrated to the effect on the differential length signal at the antisymmetric port. The following sections detail the experimental setups used to make and calibrate the in situ measurements for the environmental background budget, as well as the noise model employed for each sensor. All of the sensors are shot noise-limited and the spurious correlation limits are dominated by the statistical uncertainties of the budget estimates rather than by detected backgrounds.
Laser Amplitude Noise Limits
To measure the correlated amplitude noise background of the lasers, 0.5% of the beam power is picked off after all of the active electro-mechanical elements between the laser and interferometer and directed onto a New Focus 1811 photodetector inside the Mach-Zehder (with blocked arm) of Fig. 3 . The small pickoff power gives this detector poorer shot noise-limited sensitivity to amplitude modulations of the laser. However, the amplitude modulations leaking through to the interferometer output are attenuated by the storage cavity. These effects balance to give the pickoff monitor an order of magnitude better sensitivity to amplitude modulations than the antisymmetric-port detectors, allowing it to budget a spurious systematics limit with 1% of the standard error of the principal antisymmetric-port crosscorrelation when monitored for the same duration.
The amplitude noise monitor measures the linear combination of laser amplitude noise, environmental noise, and shot noise,M
This signal is calibrated to its effect on the differential length signal at the antisymmetric port aŝ
whereV AM 1 is the raw detector readout signal and H δL 1,AM is the optical transfer function of amplitude sidebands to power modulations at the output port. The antisymmetric port-referred signal calibration is measured ex situ using the second pickoff photodetector to perform a lock-in measurement,
The passive amplitude noise of the laser is sufficient over a onehour integration of these CSD statistics to provide a measurement of the transfer function during typical operation of the interferometer. This transfer function agrees with optical models of the pickoff and cavity pole, with additional frequency shape from higher-order modes leaking at frequencies set by Eq. 7. During commissioning, measured antenna correlations with these amplitude noise monitors are used to validate procedures to isolate the laser and its pump diode from the RF environment. These isolation measures include the following. The Chi-Square Excess Coherence power cable of each laser was wound through lossy Ferroxcube TX74/39/13-3C81 ferrite toriods, which function as commonmode electrical chokes. An isolating transformer was installed between the power supply of each laser and the Fermilab power mains. A direct safety shutoff connector on each laser, found to be introducing common electrical noise, is replaced with an AC-power kill switch safety mechanism to avoid any connections to those terminals. Likewise, the power cables of the external electrical components on the laser table were individually wound through common-mode chokes and connected through isolating transformers. This environmental isolation process has been iterated until antenna correlation with the laser amplitude noise was acceptably small.
The measured limits on the correlated amplitude noise of the lasers are shown in Fig. 10 . The blue and violet curves are the amplitude noise background terms, Λ AM 1 · Λ 2 and Λ AM 2 · Λ 1 , respectively. The shaping of the noise limits reflects the transfer function of the Fabry-Perot cavity, which has peak transmission at the free spectral range, c/2L, and its harmonics. The excess cross-spectral power is larger at those frequencies because the laser amplitude noise is less attenuated. The red curve is the measured cross-spectrum of the interferometer output signals, with the black curve indicating the statistical expectation for uncorrelated noise. Below 600 kHz, the divergence of these curves indicates significant excess correlated power. The figure shows that laser amplitude noise, represented by the bottom two curves, is not the dominant source of this excess. If it were, the lowest curves would overlay the red curve. Nevertheless, the chi-square statistic in the lower panel of the figure shows a significant detection of correlated amplitude noise at frequencies below the 1MHz signal band.
Laser Phase Noise Limits
At frequencies above the 350-Hz cavity pole, where the response is flat in phase, the PDH error signal (see §4.4.1) measures the correlated phase noise background of the lasers. The PDH error signal is shot noise-limited to 3 MHz, but it is not optimized for phase sensitivity. Dynamic range limits of the in situ hardware prevented strong modulation depths or increased optical power on the detector, and, to prevent introducing additional RF contamination into the laser frequency actuator, additional electronics could not be added. However, due to the small arm length imbalance (Schnupp asymmetry [28] ), the conversion of phase noise to amplitude noise in the Michelson interferometers is weak. These effects balance to give the PDH signals nearly an order of magnitude better sensitivity to phase modulations than the antisymmetric-port detectors, allowing it to budget a spurious systematics limit with 1% of the standard error of the principal antisymmetric-port cross-correlation.
The PDH error signal measures the linear combination of phase noise, environmental noise, and shot noise,
where H δL 1,PM is the optical transfer function of phase modulations to power modulations at the output port. The antisymmetric port-referred PDH signal calibration is measured using an electro-optic modulator (EOM) to directly drive the laser phase. The drive signal,V inj 1 , is swept in frequency and the calibration measured through the lock-in estimator
This calibration matches interferometer optical models of the PDH signal. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer (see Fig. 3 ) with a 2-foot arm length imbalance simultaneously detects the phase and amplitude modulations driven by the EOM. Although it is less sensitive to phase modulations, its output signals are crosscorrelated with the PDH signal to bound the residual amplitude modulation from the EOM drive. During commissioning, mitigation of laser phase noise correlations have proceeded similarly to the amplitude noise mitigation (see §6.4.1). The PDH error signals are correlated with RF antennas to identify locations in the signal chain susceptible to environmental leakage. The active control-loop electronics were found to drive phase noise in the laser, and the DC/RF splitting of the PDH signal has been found to introduce ambient RF pickup in the channel lines. To suppress the electronics noise, common-mode electrical chokes were installed before and after each cable connection between electrical components. Moreover, to minimize ambient pickup, Heliax isolating corrugated copper cables are used to transport the environmental monitoring signals from the laser tables to the data acquisition Chi-Square Excess Coherence system. This process was iterated until antenna correlation with the laser phase noise is acceptably small.
The measured limits on the correlated phase noise of the lasers are shown in Fig. 11 . The blue and violet curves are the phase noise background terms, Λ PM 1 · Λ 2 and Λ PM 2 · Λ 1 , respectively. The red curve is the measured cross-spectrum of the interferometer output signals, with the black curve indicating the statistical expectation for uncorrelated noise. Unlike the case of amplitude noise, where only a few narrow frequencies exhibit significant correlation between interferometers, laser phase noise correlation is significant for a large portion of the spectrum below 600 kHz. It is clear from the figure that laser phase noise is the dominant source of low-frequency correlation, as the phase noise limits nearly saturate the correlation budget shown by the red curve.
Readout Electronics Noise Limits
The signal-readout chains, where RF pickup can occur in front-stage amplifiers, are a major entry point for environmental contamination. They are also the simplest to measure against RF antennas, as measurements can be made passively without an operational interferometer. Without the additional photon noise in the detectors, long integrations of the "dark noise," calibrated to units of differential length, can probe far below the expected sensitivity of the instrument. The signal-chain electronics are isolated using common-mode electrical chokes installed before and after all signal lines to the readout ADCs, and all of the power supplies are choked and connected through isolating transformers. Dark noise correlation measurements can not be made in situ, but they have been regularly repeated during data collection to ensure that the ex situ limits are representative of the long-term operating environment. Multi-hour CSD measurements between the dark readout channels firmly establish that the dark noise couplings, Λ RF 1 and Λ RF 2 , make negligible contributions to the correlated interferometer noise budget (<< 1%).
Thermal Noise in End Mirrors and Beamsplitter
The cross-spectrum of the two detectors of one interferometer (Eq. 18) is sensitive to the system noise component. Above 1 MHz, the measured noise is dominated by thermally-excited vibrations of the end mirrors and beamsplitter, represented by the coupling Γ KT 1 ·Ŵ sys 1 . This additive thermal noise is of small consequence for the cross-interferometer measurement, as its magnitude is comparable to that of the shot noise and it does not correlate between the two optical systems. However, the detection of the thermal mirror noise does demonstrate the ability of the Holometer to detect differential motion, below shot noise, at radio frequencies. The thermal noise is used to validate the calibration of each interferometer to within a factor of two, limited by the confusion of thermally-driven angular and longitudinal noise in the antisymmetric-port response.
Spectral Model of Thermal Excitations
Fig . 12 shows the magnitude of the single-interferometer CSD of one interferometer. The noise spectrum is punctuated with a regular set of spectral lines spaced approximately every 226 kHz. The frequencies of the peak-amplitude lines are consistent with harmonics of the round-trip sound-crossing time in the end mirrors and beamsplitter (mechanical etalons). Each quartz optic, of thickness d = 12.7 mm, has a sound speed of v s = 5720 m/s. As planar vibrational modes in a cylinder have a fundamental frequency of v s /2d = 225 kHz, these lines are identified as thermal excitations of the fundamental planar mode and its higher harmonics. Since the smallest dimension of the optics is their thickness, the other vibrational modes with radial and azimuthal dependence will have different, more closely-spaced excitation frequencies. These modes are interpreted to correspond to the remaining system of peaks seen regularly spaced in the figure.
In thermal equilibrium, each vibrational mode of the optical elements has energy k b T/2 at temperature T . Each mode is an acoustic standing wave with total energy 1 2 mω 2 x 2 with x 2 the RMS amplitude. At the surface of the mirror, the mode thus drives a mean-square surface motion of
where m = 56 g is the mass of the mirror and ω is the angular frequency of the normal mode oscillation. The power spectral density of each resonant response is a Lorentzian curve,
where h is the height of the peak, f 0 is the central frequency, and Γ is the width. When the data acquisition system is operated at its highest resolution, 23 Hz, each line is individually resolved (the nominal operating resolution is 570 Hz; see §5.3). The integral of an individual Lorentzian,
is equal to the mean-square longitudinal displacement. In principle, these vibrational modes provide a set of direct, naturally-occurring calibration lines spanning the entire measurement band. Their application is more limited in practice, however, by the confusion of thermally-driven angular and longitudinal noise in the antisymmtric-port response. Even so, the thermal excitations do provide an approximate validation of interferometer calibrations obtained by indirect methods, as discussed below.
Calibration Using Thermal Noise
Two methods are used to check indirectly-determined interferometer calibrations (see §7) against the expected meansquare thermal motion. The first method directly compares the integrated power in a single calibrated line to that which is expected under the thermal model at equilibrium, as given by Eq. 29. However, because vibrational modes with azimuthal and radial dependence do not align with 100% efficiency to the optical path of the interferometer arm, their plane waves are expected to contribute less than k b T/mω 2 to the longitudinal length fluctuation spectrum. In practice, it is difficult to identify purely longitudinal modes due to the complicating effects of the mounting and support structure. While many lines are measured to contribute less than k b T/mω 2 , no line has ever been found to exceed the thermal k b T/mω 2 bound, which would be indicative of an overestimated indirect calibration sensitivity. Because some lines do nearly saturate the k b T/mω 2 bound, the thermal measurements made via this method are concluded to be consistent with the indirect interferometer calibrations. The second method integrates each single-interferometer cross-spectrum over a band of many etalons, subtracting the residual non-thermal background. Unlike the first method, computing the band-integrated noise power does not require the thermal lines to be resolved. The integrated thermal noise power is a proxy for time stability of the calibration. Although the intrinsic thermal noise power is unknown, its inferred value should remain constant in time, at constant temperature (which is maintained; see 2.4.5), if the interferometer calibration is stable. However, the etalon correlations in practice measure an unknown combination of longitudinal and angular noise power, and the angular noise component is dependent on alignment. As such, time drift in the calibration accuracy cannot be reliably decoupled from angular alignment drift. Over the entire 704-hour span of the data, this statistic varies by a factor of approximately two, placing a limit on the maximum possible drift in calibration accuracy. The methods of §8 are indirect but place much stronger limits.
Instrument Calibration
The high-speed data processing pipeline outputs a series of 1-second averaged cross-spectrum matrices between the antisymmetric-port photodetector readouts (see §5.3) as well as auxiliary channels. These spectra are generated from the time series of photodiode electronics voltages, which must be calibrated to physical units of differential length. The conversion accounts for overall gains including the optical length sensitivity and the quantum efficiency, as well as frequency-dependent gains such as the photodiode circuit transimpedance. The following sections describe the calibration procedure. Following the notational convention introduced in §6.1, convolution of impulse responses in the time domain will be notated as multiplication of transfer functions for brevity. All system dynamics, in practice, are measured as frequency-domain transfer functions using ratios of finite cross-spectral density measurements.
Overview
While the experimental noise is expected to be stationary, in the voltage measurement basis the calibration gains slowly drift over time. This drift arises from varying internal state of the interferometers, where the dominant source is uncontrolled alignment degrees of freedom. The voltage signal of each highfrequency (HF) readout channel can be represented as a stationary DARM noise projected through the time-varying transfer function of the instrument,
The transfer function H δL 1A,HF ( f, t), mapping differential length changes in the interferometer into the measured voltage response, will be referred to as the calibration of channel 1A. In this language, each cross-spectrum measurement
must be calibrated by dividing out the transfer functions of the two readout channels. In principle, the channel calibrations could be directly measured by dithering the PZT-actuated end mirrors with a known injection signal. While standard practice in gravitational wave detectors, direct calibration techniques do not carry over into the Holometer design, because mechanical resonances limit the stable operation bandwidth of the PZT drives to < 1.5 kHz (see §4.1). The unique, radio frequency requirements of the Holometer led to the development of an indirect calibration ladder to derive the HF response of a Michelson interferometer. This technique, described in the following sections, circumvents the mechanical drive limitations encountered by direct methods.
To simplify notation, the readout channel labels will hereafter be dropped from all terms. The following procedure for calibrating one channel applies analogously to all channels. Furthermore, many of the voltage signals and measurements should have additional electronics response terms (e.g., cabling), which are omitted for brevity. These terms are accounted for in the real calibration measurements, and may be regarded as having been absorbed into the terms appearing below.
Indirect Approach
The transfer function of any linear system can be decomposed into the product of transfer functions of its individual components. Accordingly, the calibration decouples as
where H IFO ( f, t) (units W/m) is the alignment-dependent, timevarying transfer function of the interferometer and H DAQ HF ( f ) (units V/W) is the stationary transfer function of the HF signalreadout chain. In §2.2 a numerical model of the Fabry-Perot cavity is used to demonstrate that the interferometer transfer function is constant to 2% above 1 kHz. Invoking this result, Eq. 34 is represented as
for all frequencies f and f 0 1 kHz. Eq. 35 expresses the underlying principle of indirect calibration. Suppose the end mirrors are differentially dithered at f 0 ≈ 1 kHz, just below the maximum frequency of stable actuation, by a known amount. If the calibration is directly measured at f 0 , then Eq. 35 implies that only knowledge of the detection chain electronics response is required to infer the calibration for all higher frequencies.
The 1kHz drive is below the high-pass input filter of the HF signal-readout chain (see §5.1). However, the low-frequency (LF) readout of each photodetector, simultaneously sampled at 32 kHz by the control system, is sensitive to the injected signal. The transfer function of the LF system is written as 
formulated purely in terms of continuously-monitored control signals and the measurable, stationary transfer functions of the signal-readout chains. The following sections now detail the practical measurement of each of the above terms. A summary of the main sources of statistical and systematic calibration error is presented in Table 2 . Each of the error sources is described in the following sections.
Direct Low-Frequency Calibration H
δL LF ( f 0 , t) The time-varying dynamics of the interferometers are contained purely in the H δL LF ( f 0 , t) terms, which are continuously monitored by the control systems via a direct, low-frequency calibration measurement, as described below.
Calibration Line Injection
The interferometer control systems are configured to continuously inject a calibration line near 1 kHz via a differential end mirror dither. One interferometer injects a signal at 983 Hz and the other at 984 Hz. For diagnostic purposes, each control system also injects dithers at several lower frequencies spaced between 500-800 Hz. Intermodulation studies using these dithers have placed limits on the longitudinal impurity of the DARM drive, because any residual angular motion could bias the calibration line measurement. QPD measurements of the intermodulation power limit calibration bias from angular drive motion to < 2%.
The control systems continuously log the 32kHz-sampled time series of the diagnostic and interferometer control signals, including the digitally-generated drive signal,M inj , and the LF readout of each antisymmetric-port photodetector,V ASPD LF . Since the calibration lines are necessarily measured while the interferometers are locked, the differential-mode control loop acts to suppress the drive injection. A loop gain correction, measured from the coherent time series of the drive and internal test points within the loop, is first applied to remove this effect. The data then measure the out-of-loop transfer function of the true DARM drive amplitude to the LF readout of each antisymmetric-port photodetector,
The transfer functions are calculated using complex positivefrequency narrowband filters on the data, dividing by the complex drive signal and then downsampling to 16 Hz. The narrowband filters act as Nyquist filters for the downsampling and the ratio normalizes the drive amplitude and shifts modulation to DC.
Reference to Optical Wavelength
In order to inject a calibrated displacement, the drive voltage of each PZT system is itself calibrated to the physical length displacement produced by the actuators,
A measurement of this transfer function is made using the laser wavelength as an absolute length reference. The measurement is made in single-pass Michelson configuration, where the PRM is misaligned to prevent multiple traversals of light through the interferometer. In this configuration, the input power is constant, and when locked at mid-fringe, exactly half of the light exits through the antisymmetric port. where λ = 1064 nm is the laser wavelength. The Michelson interferometer is then aligned so that the contrast defect is at a quadratic minimum and locked to half-power, where any residual variation in contrast defect cannot affect the lock-point offset. A differential swept-sine signal,V inj , is injected via the PZT drive and measured at two test points simultaneously to infer the loop gain and the optical response at the antisymmetric port. 
Measurement Below 900 kHz
Below 900 kHz, the signal-readout transfer functions are measured via an ex situ lock-in detection technique. Light from a 960nm LED is focused onto each modified New Focus 1811 photodetector (see §5.1), in turn. The LED power is modulated via a swept-sine signal,V inj , driven by a function generator. Averaged over many sweeps, the AC-and DC-coupled detector channels measure the signalŝ
respectively. In the above equations, G align is an alignmentdependent gain factor and H LED ( f ) is the unknown coupling of drive signal to optical power emitted by the LED. To eliminate the dependency on the unknown coupling function, the LED light is split by a beamsplitter and additionally directed onto a Thorlabs PDA 20CS photodetector, whose response, H ref , is known from external calibrations to be flat from DC to 1 MHz. Averaged over many sweeps, this second detector measures the signalV
where G align ref is its alignment-dependent gain factor. In terms of the measured sensor voltages, each signal-readout transfer function is
This measurement is independent of both optical alignment and LED output. Moreover, each of the response signals is "lockedin" to the coherent drive signal via CSDs computed by the highspeed DAQ system (see §5), thus providing an unbiased measurement.
To accurately account for post-detection transmission losses, the LF and HF readout signals are both routed through their assigned in situ cabling from the photodetectors to the high-speed ADCs. The input load impedance of the ADCs, 50 Ω for the HF signals and 1 MΩ for the LF signals, is chosen to match the in situ measurement conditions. Although the LF signals are measured by the high-speed ADCs, rather than by the FPGAs, the difference is negligible at 1 kHz, because neither system applies signal conditioning other than a low-pass antialiasing filter. An additional 4-7% systematic error estimate is added in quadrature to the statistical uncertainty of each measurement. It accounts for a weak dependence of the responses of both the ACand DC-coupled detector channels on the incident DC optical power. This effect is believed to arise from thermally-induced changes in resistances in the detector circuits at high power.
Measurement above 900 kHz
In principle, with broadband-sensing equipment, the lock-in technique described in the previous section could be used to calibrate the entire measurement band. However, the response of the secondary photodetector rolls off above 1 MHz, necessitating the use of a different gain reference for calibrating higher frequencies. A cut-off frequency of f 1 = 900 kHz is chosen as the point at which the response of the reference detector has rolled off by 1% relative to its DC value. Above this frequency, the calibration can be decomposed into the transfer function product
where the previous lock-in measurement is used to bridge the DC-to-AC transfer from f 0 to f 1 , followed by a second, AC-to-AC transfer from f 1 to higher frequencies. The gains and phases of the AC-to-AC transfer functions are measured separately, as described below.
Gain Measurement Using Optical Shot Noise. The gains of the AC-to-AC transfer functions are measured ex situ directly from optical shot noise. Light from an incandescent bulb, providing 0 to 150 mW of incident power, is focused onto each modified New Focus 1811 photodetector. The AC-coupled detector channel measures the signal
where E λ is the average photon energy and P inc is the average power incident on the photodiode. The DAQ transfer function includes both the responsivity of the photodiode and the transimpedance gain of the detector circuit. The first noise mode, W shot , is the optical shot noise while the second mode,Ŵ dark , represents the dark noise of the detector. The power spectral density (PSD) of the signal,
is biased by the presence of dark noise. Thus, the PSD is also measured at 0 mW of incident power,
and subtracted from Eq. 47. In terms of the measured sensor voltages, the AC-to-AC gain is
where the PSDs are measured by the high-speed DAQ system via the in situ transmission cabling of each channel. The dark noise subtraction is checked across multiple tested incandescent powers and found to contribute an additional 1-3% systematic error (varying by frequency), which is added in quadrature to the statistical measurement error. These systematics again reflect a weak dependence of the response, and potentially the electronics noise (dark noise), of each modified detector on the incident DC optical power.
Phase Measurement Using Lock-In LED Drive. While shot noise is useful as an inherently white source, it does not provide phase information. To measure phase at high frequency, the reference detector technique described in §7.4.1 is modified to include a frequency-dependent response term, represented as
In terms of the measured sensor voltages, lock-in detection with the drive signal measures the phase response
where the reference detector responses at frequencies f and f 1 do not cancel. As before, the CSDs are measured by the highspeed DAQ system via the in situ transmission cabling of each channel. Eq. 50 is the sum of the desired result and a phase offset due to the reference detector. Although the phase offset is not known, it is common to the measurement of every signalreadout channel. It thus cancels inside the cross-spectrum between channels, leaving only the phase difference between ACto-AC transfer functions.
Sampling Decoherence
As discussed in §5.2, the high-speed ADC units operate under a distributed synchronization model. Each 100 MHz ADC sample clock is phase-locked to its own 1 MHz reference clock generated by a GPS timing card. The sample clocks freely run between every 100 samples, and the reference clocks themselves freely run over the 1 s duration between commonlyreceived GPS pulses. Relative drift of the sample clock rates between phase realignments causes decoherence in time-averaged measurements, resulting in a systematic degradation in sensitivity to correlated effects. This effect is characterized in the following sections.
Measurement of Timing Stability
The degree of clock-rate drift between GPS-disciplined ADC units is measured by injecting stationary broadband noise from a common source into every channel. Because clock-rate drift occurs on a time scale > 1 s, much longer than the 1-ms DFT duration, a contiguous time series of CSD measurements timeresolves the slow drift. To an individual CSD, the drift appears as a constant time offset, τ, in the sampling of the two signals. The Fourier transform of the time series under a time shift τ is
The CSD of a signal and a time-shifted version of itself is thus
where the CSD phase depends purely on the sampling offset τ. For each CSD in the time series, a least-squares fit of the parameter τ to the measured phase yields the instantaneous time offset between the sample clocks of the two channels. With multiple fits, the time dependence of τ itself shows the clock rate drift. From this measurement, it is inferred that the internal control loop of each ADC allows its sample clock to freely drift until hitting a rail at approximately ±10 ns, at which point a sudden frequency correction is made. This mechanism suggests an asymptotically Gaussian distribution of clock offsets between two ADC chassis. An analogous measurement establishes the two channels on the same ADC card/clock to be stable to < 1 ns. Fig. 17 shows the time series of clock rate drift inferred via this method for 704 hours of recorded data.
Clock Wander Decoherence Model
The sampling time offsets shown in Fig. 17 are approximately normally-distributed with a width of σ τ ≈ 10 ns. The aggregate statistical effect on a time-averaged CSD measurement can thus be modeled as if each CSD independently draws a random sampling time offsetτ from a Gaussian distribution of variance σ 2 τ . The decoherence of a time-averaged CSD measurement due to clocking noise is then
In the presence of clocking phase noise, the measured noise power of intrinsically coherent signals is reduced by the decoherence function as
with Y( f ) ≤ 1 at all frequencies. Fig. 13 shows two measurements of the decohering of intrinsically coherent broadband noise (see §7.5.1), each computed from the time-averaged CSD after three hours of continuous integration. A fit of the Gaussian decoherence model (Eq. 53) to the average of the two measurements yields a best-fit loss parameter of σ τ = 9.20 ns. Because the Holometer signal bandwidth is less than 8 MHz, the inter-channel decorrelation due to clocking phase noise is < 10% within this band. To account for the systematic loss of correlated sensitivity, the fitted decoherence function is applied as an overall gain correction to each of the calibrated cross-ADC CSD averages.
Instrument Performance
The Holometer was operated over a six-month period, from July 2015 to February 2016, during which a total of 704 hours of data were acquired for scientific analysis. The following sections describe the sensitivity achieved by the instruments during this run and the systematic controls which ensure data quality. Using the notation conventions introduced in §6, subscripts specifying the readout channel will be dropped from all terms, but are implied. Instead, measurement estimators derived from data are subscripted with [square] bracketed labels. The discussion below applies to each channel. 
Contrast Defect
When the interferometer is operated at a constant offset in AS transmissivity (see 4.4.2), the contrast defect appearing in Eq. 2 diminishes the optical sensitivity to DARM modulations. This allows the calibration line dithers to be used as a reference to estimate the contrast defect. Substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. 9 gives an expression for the AS transmissivity, T AS , which holds at all frequencies (by construction T AS has a flat, frequencyindependent response). The derivative of this expression with respect to DARM displacement, dT AS /dδL, thus corresponds to the magnitude of the measured calibration line dither at 1 kHz. Jointly solving T AS and dT AS /dδL for the contrast defect yields
Since both T AS and dT AS /dδL are continuously-measured controls signals, the contrast defect can be continually inferred for every time interval of recorded data. Fig. 14 shows the defect in the two interferometers around 100 hours into the first science observation run. It is representative of the typical defect. As shown, the sensitivity reliably changes over time after each lock to high power, suggesting that there is a thermal response affecting the contrast defect. In one of the two interferometers, the defect is substantially worse. In this instrument, the interference beam image suggests a mismatch of astigmatism, since it has an interference fringe profile similar to a percent sign (%). This instrument is also the one requiring a dither signal in its alignment loop to break a degeneracy in the QPD signals (see §4.4.3). The smaller-defect instrument has an AS-port fringe profile resembling a bullseye, in which the outer ring becomes more prominent in camera profile images over the 30 seconds after the lock.
The ratio of fringe light to defect light affects the shot noise-limited sensitivity. The high-speed sensors were adjusted around hour 300 (shown in the next section) to improve this ratio, with an aperture cutting some of the defect light halo. This A series of lock acquisitions are shown by blue lines for interferometer 1 and red lines for interferometer 2. These acquisitions occur near hour 100 in the 700-hour recorded data set. In both interferometers, the sensitivity reliably changes over time after each lock to high power, suggesting that there is a thermal response affecting the contrast defect.
improved sensitivity in interferometer 2. The defects shown in Fig. 14 are computed from the control AS-power pickoff sensors, which always view the whole AS beam profile.
Actual Sensitivity
Independently of the AC-coupled readout signal, which is used for scientific analysis, the DC-coupled readout signal of each photodetector provides a direct measure of the interferometer sensitivity. From time series measurements of the DC photovoltage,V DC (t), and the 1 kHz calibration dither (see §7.3), H δL LF ( f 0 , t), the estimator of the shot noise-limited sensitivity is
where Z DC = 10 V/A is the transimpedance gain of each DCcoupled channel. In the above equation, the numerator is the voltage noise power in the DC-coupled channel (units V 2 /Hz) and the denominator is the magnitude-square of the direct 1 kHz calibration (units V 2 /m 2 ). Fig. 15 shows the shot noise-limited sensitivity of each photodetector readout channel over the full integration time. The regular, step-like discontinuities in the channel sensitivities reflect periodic optical realignments of the inteferometers. These time histories demonstrate the interferometers to have maintained sensitivity to differential arm length displacements throughout the 700 hour integration time. Each interferometer achieves an average sensitivity of approximately 2 · 10 −18 m/ √ Hz.
Detector Stability
The accuracy and stability of the calibrated photodetector responses can be tested in situ using the optical shot noise of the interferometers themselves. At a given shot noise-dominated frequency, chosen as f SN = 2.3 MHz, the diagonal elements of the calibrated 1-second CSD matrices are estimators of the instantaneous shot noise-limited sensitivity of each channel, If the photodetector response is not stable, the true transimpedance gains of its readout channels, Z is the true shot noise-limited sensitivity. It can be seen that any deviation of the true detector gains from their ex situ-measured values biases the calibration-inferred experimental sensitivity.
As a cross-check against calibration bias, the calibrationinferred sensitivity (Eq. 57) can be compared to the direct estimator of the shot noise-limited sensitivity (Eq. 56), which depends only on the DC-channel readout signal. Expanded in terms of its dependence on the DC-channel detector gain, Eq. 56 is 
representing the instantaneous fractional deviation of the true photodetector response ratio from that of the ex situ calibration measurement. If the photodetector response is stable, this statistic will equal a constant in time, and, if the ex situ calibration is accurate, then the value of this constant will equal unity. Eq. 60 is sensitive to gain drift of either the AC-or DC-channel response individually and to common drift of both responses, through the quadratic versus linear dependence on the AC-and DC-channel gain biases, respectively. Fig. 16 shows the stability statistic of each photodetector over the full integration time. The flatness of the time histories are indicative of stable photodetector operation. The mean of each time history is consistent with unity to < 2%, indicating close agreement of the instantaneous detector responses with the ex situ calibrations. Moreover, the test statistic distributions, shown in the right panels, are all 5-10% in width, consistent with the total uncertainty inferred from the ex situ detector response measurements. This statistic thus provides evidence that the modified high-power photodetectors are both highly stable in their operation and well-characterized by the ex situ calibration measurements. Figure 17: Time history of the sampling synchronicity between the two interferometer sum channels as measured using an in situ 13MHz LED calibration. This time history demonstrates that the two ADC units remain tightly synchronized within a 10-ns envelope over the entire 700 hours. The fit of a normal distribution to the time offsets yields a best-fit width parameter of σ τ = 10.40 ns and a mean of 2.17 ns, likely reflecting a small phase difference between the two separate sets of cabling connecting the LEDs to the function generator. This small offset corresponds to a phase difference of < 1 • at 1 MHz.
Sampling Synchronicity
To ensure that correlated sensitivity is maintained throughout the 700-hour measurement duration, the sampling time offset between the two ADC units receiving the AS-port detector readouts is continuously monitored. This is implemented via direct injection of a coherent narrowband optical signal onto the four high-power photodetectors at the antisymmetric port. A 960-nm LED installed in each output optics box is split by a beamsplitter and directed onto the two high-power detectors in each box. The 1-mW power of the two LEDs is coherently modulated via a function generator driving a sine wave at 13 MHz. The instantaneous sampling time offset of each calibrated 1-s CSD matrix is inferred from the estimator 
evaluated at f LED = 13 MHz. Fig. 17 shows the time history of sampling drift between the two interferometer sum channels. As with the ex situ measurements (see §7.5), the two ADC units remain tightly synchronized within a 10-ns envelope over the entire 700 hours. The fit of a normal distribution to the sample time offsets yields a bestfit width parameter of σ τ = 10.40 ns, consistent with that of the ex situ decoherence measurements. In principle, the phase information could be used to re-phase each 1-s CSD matrix accumulation across the entire 700 hours, thus recovering the decoherence loss. However, in this analysis, the sensitivity loss is simply absorbed as a small (< 10%) gain correction applied to the final CSD measurement.
Data Quality Control
To ensure that the recorded data are sensitive to correlated position fluctuations and free from environmental contamination, a set of data quality standards are enforced. Data failing to meet these standards are excluded from analysis. Vetos related to loss of sensitivity are performed in the time domain, while those related to spurious environmental correlation are performed in the frequency domain. Each set of veto criteria is discussed below.
Time-Resolved Vetos
In the time domain, each 1-second accumulation of the CSD matrix is cross-validated against interferometer controls data from the same time interval. The controls data are used to confirm that the interferometers and their signal-readout electronics were operating in a stable, linear state at the time the CSD data were taken. The following set of veto conditions are enforced.
Out-of-Range Photodetector Power. An optical exposure of 70-140 mW is required to be maintained on each photodetector. The nominal power incident on each detector is 100 mW. A power < 70 mW is indicative of interferometer lock loss, while a power > 140 mW exceeds the linear response range of the detector. The DC power, P, is inferred from the DC photovoltage, V = RQP, where R = 10 V/A is the transimpedance gain of the DC channel and Q = 0.71 A/W is the responsivity of the photodiode.
Unstable Photodetector Response. The response-stability statistic of every photodetector (Eq. 60) is required to remain within the range 0.8-1.2. The Gaussian width of this statistic is approximately 5% for all channels, as shown in the right panels of Fig. 16 , so excursions of ±20% are extreme statistical outliers. These outliers tend to coincide with interferometer lock loss, indicating that this veto is likely triggered by the detector signals ceasing to be shot noise-dominated, not by a true detector instability.
Loss of Sampling Synchronicity. As described in §8.4, the sampling synchronicity is monitored via a coherently-modulated LED directed onto the antisymmetric-port detectors. The coherence of the 13-MHz drive signal is required to be ≥ 0.9 between all detectors. Loss of signal coherence also tends to conincide with lock loss/reacquisition, indicating that this veto is likely triggered by additional, transient noise diluting the drive coherence, not by a true synchronization loss.
Vetos triggered by the above conditions are rare (<1% of the data) and highly correlated with interferometer lock loss. Because these vetos are all predicated on external operating conditions independent of the possible exotic noise, there is no sample biasing of the inferred noise constraints.
Frequency-Resolved Vetos
Frequencies determined to be contaminated by common environmental background are rejected from analysis. This is established through measurements of the cross-spectral densities between the antisymmetric-port detectors and the environmental noise monitors. Two examples of these measurements are the background limits on laser amplitude and phase noise, shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. Frequencies at which the detectors exhibit significant (> 2σ) correlation with the environmental monitors are identified as contaminated. As seen in the figures, the low frequencies are highly contaminated by correlated amplitude and phase noise from the lasers. On this basis, all frequency bins < 1 MHz are vetoed from analysis. Because this veto is predicated on correlations with external signals insensitive to the quantum-geometrical noise, there is no sample biasing of the inferred noise constraints.
Conclusion
This paper describes a new apparatus, the Fermilab Holometer, built to enable experimental studies of possible quantumgeometrical effects associated with new physics at the Planck scale. The device is currently being used to search for Planckamplitude correlations of timelike trajectories in the classical macroscopic dimensions of space and time occupied by the apparatus. As a dedicated experiment, the Holometer is projected to provide Planck-precision tests of a wider class of quantum decoherence theories, significantly extending constraints from currently operating gravitational wave observatories.
